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Abstract
The Centre for Kentish Studies in Maidstone, Kent holds the mathematical manuscripts of Philip Stanhope (1714–1786), second
Earl of Stanhope. He was an active and capable amateur mathematician. Although the manuscripts cover a wide range of mathe-
matical topics, the current article focuses only on Stanhope’s work in probability, where his interests appear to be on the theoretical
rather than the applied side of the subject. His work, mainly derived from De Moivre’s The Doctrine of Chances and Montmort’s
Essay d’analyse sur les jeux de hazard, touches on the major probability problems of the day. Among the notes on these two authors
there is work that includes an alternate solution to the theory of runs and a simplified solution to a special case of the problem of
the duration of play, related to the gambler’s ruin problem. In addition, the manuscript collection contains Stanhope’s transcription
of an incorrect solution to the theory of runs by Thomas Bayes. There is also some correspondence with Sir Alexander Cuming
that touches on George Berkeley’s criticism of Isaac Newton’s development of the calculus.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Résumé
Le Centre for Kentish Studies à Maidstone, Kent abrite les manuscrits mathématiques de Philip Stanhope (1714–1786), 2e comte
de Stanhope, amateur mathématicien actif et compétent. Bien que ces manuscrits couvrent une variété de thèmes mathématiques,
le présent article s’intéresse uniquement aux travaux en probabilité de Stanhope, qui semble s’être penché davantage sur la théorie
que sur la pratique de cette matière. Son œuvre, dérivée essentiellement de The Doctrine of Chances de De Moivre et de l’Essay
d’analyse sur les jeux de hazard de Montmort, aborde les principaux problèmes de probabilité de l’époque. Les notes sur ces
deux auteurs incluent divers travaux, dont une alternative à la théorie des séries et une solution simplifiée d’un cas particulier du
problème de la durée de jeu, problème apparenté à celui de la ruine du joueur. En outre, cette collection de manuscrits contient la
transcription par Stanhope d’une solution incorrecte de la théorie des séries par Thomas Bayes, ainsi qu’une correspondance avec
Sir Alexander Cuming sur la critique de George Berkeley quant au développement par Isaac Newton du calcul infinitésimal.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and background
Philip Stanhope (1714–1786), second Earl of Stanhope, was a mathematician who never published any of his own
work. Currently, he is known to the mathematical world as the first name on the list of sponsors for the nomination
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174 D.R. Bellhouse / Historia Mathematica 34 (2007) 173–186of Thomas Bayes (1701?–1761) to fellowship in the Royal Society in 1742. Stanhope also worked on probability
problems and it is likely that he was responsible for getting Bayes interested in probability theory.
The general theme of Stanhope’s work in probability is to find alternate and simpler solutions to the more chal-
lenging probability problems of his day and to provide tables that would ease the burden of calculation. His work in
probability is mainly derivative of Abraham De Moivre’s (1667–1754) The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1738]
and Pierre Rémond de Montmort’s (1678–1719) Essay d’analyse sur les jeux de hazard [Montmort, 1713], and to a
lesser extent of Thomas Simpson’s (1710–1761) The Nature and Laws of Chance [Simpson, 1740]. Stanhope’s work
was solid but not highly original; he does not have the brilliant insight of someone like De Moivre. Standing below
De Moivre and Simpson, Stanhope was at or near the top of the remaining group of British probabilists of that era.
Stanhope’s papers on probability are held in the Centre for Kentish Studies in Maidstone, Kent. They are but a
fraction of his mathematical manuscripts. Stanhope’s mathematical interests were wide-ranging, covering topics from
Euclid to Euler. The bulk of the probability papers are in a folder, labeled by Stanhope “Annotations on Sundry
Works on Chances.” There are some other papers related to probability in two other folders, one labeled “Analytical
Problems” and the other labeled “Analytical & Other Theorems.” These latter two folders, which also have papers from
other areas of mathematics, contain what Stanhope considered to be new results. The “Annotations” folder contains
papers that are Stanhope’s early attempts at, or numerical examples supporting, results in the other two folders. The
most important of the probability papers in the collection concern (1) the theory of runs and (2) the duration of play,
and (3) Berkeley’s criticism of Newton’s calculus, first given in [Berkeley, 1734]. Stanhope’s work on the theory of
runs, which is his own solution to Problem 88 in The Doctrine of Chances, also provides some minor background
information showing Bayes’s early interest in probability.
Stanhope corresponded with several mathematicians including Abraham De Moivre, Colin Maclaurin (1698–
1748), and Robert Simson (1687–1768). The majority of his other mathematical correspondents were closely con-
nected with these three. Peter Davall (1695–1763), Martin Folkes (1690–1754), and James Dodson (1709–1757) were
all students of De Moivre; Patrick Murdoch (1710–1774) and Matthew Stewart (1717–1785), who also became Pro-
fessor of Mathematics at Edinburgh, studied with Maclaurin; Stewart also studied with Simson at Glasgow. Some
other correspondents, such as Thomas Bayes, John Williamson (1713–1763), whom Stanhope also sponsored for fel-
lowship in the Royal Society, and John Muller (1699–1774), Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy
at Woolwich, have no known student relationship to De Moivre, Maclaurin, or Simson. Typically, in this entire collec-
tion of letters, the correspondents exchanged news about the other mathematicians, exchanged mathematical problems
and solutions, and asked each other to look at their work.
Early in life Stanhope expressed interest in studying mathematics, but was held back by his uncle Philip Dormer
Stanhope (1694–1773), fourth Earl of Chesterfield. The situation is described in a biography of Philip Stanhope’s
family in Public Characters [Anonymous, 1800–1801, 281]. After covering the life of Philip Stanhope’s father, the
biographer writes:
Lord Stanhope was succeeded in his titles by Philip the late Earl, who, being but seven years of age, was, by the will
of his father, confided to the guardianship of Philip Dormer, the celebrated Earl of Chesterfield. This nobleman, strongly
attached to the study of belles-lettres, and what is usually denominated polite learning, conceived every other species of
knowledge of inferior or even trifling value, and absolutely prohibited his young relation and ward from the pursuits of
mathematical studies, for which he appeared to have a natural and strong bias.
Once he came of age and became independent of his uncle, Philip Stanhope followed his mathematical interests.
Evidence of his early and continuing interest in mathematics can be obtained from contemporary sources. Here is
a description by Elizabeth Montagu (1720–1800) of Stanhope’s visit to Tunbridge Wells in 1736 [Climenson, 1906,
18]:
The person who was most taken notice of at Tunbridge as particular is a young gentleman your Grace may be perhaps
acquainted with, I mean Lord Stanhope. He is always making mathematical scratches in his pocket-book, so that one half
the people took him for a conjuror, and the other half for a fool.
Ten years later Horace Walpole (1717–1797) wrote to his friend Sir Horace Mann (1701–1786). In the letter Walpole
mentioned some gossip of mutual interest [Walpole, 1955, 19].
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Charlotte Boyle, the heiress of Burlington, and sister of the unhappy Lady Euston; but she is not yet old enough. Earl
Stanhope too has at last lifted up his eyes from Euclid, and directed them to matrimony. He has chosen the eldest sister of
your acquaintance Lord Haddington.
Stanhope married Grizel Hamilton in 1745.
Philip Stanhope’s name appears in a list of De Moivre’s students given in the latter’s biography by his friend
Matthew Maty (1718–1776). The list was given to illustrate the high level of De Moivre’s abilities by associating him
with several other eminent people.
C’est aux personnes, qui savent lire les écrits de Mr. De Moivre, a lui assigner son rang. Les autres peuvent juger de lui
par les amis qu’il a eus, & les disciples qu’il a formés. Newton, Bernoulli, Halley, Varignon, Sterling, Saunderson, Folkes
& plusieurs autres furent dans la première liste. Macclesfield, Cavendish, Stanhope, Scot, Daval & Dodson se trouvent
dans la seconde.1 [Maty, 1755, 42]
Stanhope’s correspondence with Patrick Murdoch shows further connections to De Moivre, as well as Stanhope’s
interest in probability. The following letter from Murdoch to Stanhope dated March 18, 1755, reads [Centre for
Kentish Studies],
The Edition which Mr. De Moivre desired me to make of his Chances is now almost printed; and a few things, taken from
other parts of his work, are to be subjoined in an Appendix. To which Mr. Stevens, and some other Gentlemen, propose
to add some things relating to the same subject; but without naming any author: and he thought if your Lordship was
pleased to communicate anything of yours, it would be a favour done the publick. Mr. Scott also tells me, there are in your
Lordship’s hands two Copy Books containing some propositions on Chances, which De Moivre allowed him to copy. If
your Lordship would be pleased to transmit these (to Millar’s) with your judgement of them, it might be a great advantage
to the Edition.
Stanhope’s work in probability is related to the analysis of games of chance. Did he gamble? It was a common
activity in the 18th century. The surviving evidence shows that he gambled very little. Stanhope kept a personal
account book showing his out-of-pocket expenses over the years 1735 to 1750 approximately [Centre for Kentish
Studies]. There are two occasions in the book on which Stanhope records buying lottery tickets. There was also a
brief fling at cards over four days at the Goose Coffee House in November of 1747. The amount won or lost on each
day was less than a pound. He was at White’s Coffee House on one occasion only—in 1746. This coffeehouse, which
became a gentleman’s club, had a reputation for gambling from the late 1730s on [Lillywhite, 1963, 642]. Stanhope
did not record any gambling wins or losses at White’s. He patronized the Smyrna Coffee House most often. It was
frequented by the nobility. He bought a subscription to this coffeehouse in 1745 and paid for coffee or chocolate there
on several occasions.
At one gambling situation that Stanhope observed, or participated in, he tried to subject it to mathematical analysis.
This latter situation is described in a letter from Stanhope to Martin Folkes [Royal Society Archives] that reads,
It is disputed at White’s, whether it be an equal wager to lay that the Dealer at whist will have four Trumps. Some think it
disadvantageous to lay on the Dealer’s side, because he has 12 cards left wherein to find Trumps, when all the others have
13 apiece for them. Others say, but I don’t understand how they can prove it that the advantage to lay on the Dealers side
1 Augustus De Morgan (1806–1871) had a different interpretation for one of the names on the list [De Morgan, 1857]. He assumed that “Stan-
hope” meant Philip Dormer Stanhope, fourth Earl of Chesterfield. The quotation above from Public Characters tends to seriously discount this
interpretation. What De Morgan did was mix up the title and surname. That Maty has distinguished titles and surnames on his list is evident.
Macclesfield is George Parker (1697–1744), second Earl of Macclesfield. Cavendish is probably Lord James Cavendish (1673–1751), third son
of the first Duke of Devonshire, or possibly Lord Charles Cavendish (1693–1783), second son of the second Duke of Devonshire. Both these
names appear on the subscription list to De Moivre’s Miscellanea Analytica [De Moivre, 1730]. The preference for Lord James is based on Maty’s
description of De Moivre paying his respects to the first Duke [Maty, 1755, 7]. Neither of these Cavendish lords became Duke of Devonshire. It
is then safe to assume that the Stanhope on the list is a title, not a surname, although in this case it is both. De Morgan is not the only eminent
mathematician to have mixed up Philip Stanhope and Philip Dormer Stanhope. Karl Pearson (1857–1936) assumed that it was the latter Stanhope
who nominated Bayes for fellowship in the Royal Society [Pearson, 1978, 357].
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Mr. Daval at your request might take the trouble to consider it.
The letter is undated. It is possibly related to his 1746 visit to White’s recorded in his account book.
In the discussion that follows there are several situations in which a game of chance is played between two players,
say A and B. One typical eighteenth century description of any play of a single game is that A has a chances to win
and B has b chances so that A’s probability of winning is a/(a + b). When convenient I will carry on with the a and
b notation and also, when convenient, I will switch to the modern notation of p = a/(a + b) as the probability for A’s
success and q = 1−p as the probability of B’s success or A’s failure. There are also references to numbered problems
in the second edition of The Doctrine of Chances. For ease of reference Anders Hald gives a table of correspondences
between the problem numbers in all editions of The Doctrine of Chances [Hald, 1990, 409–413]. The third edition of
The Doctrine has been reprinted and so is widely available for reference.
2. The theory of runs
Consider a sequence of n independent Bernoulli trials with probability p of success. A run of r successes in n trials
is any set of r successes in a row from the n trials. De Moivre’s Problem 88 in the second edition of The Doctrine of
Chances is to find the probability P(r,n) of a run of at least r successes in the n trials, a problem he considered to be
“very difficult.” He states the solution, without any motivation, as a certain number of terms in the expansion of the
generating function
pr
1 − x − (p/q)x2 − (p/q)2x3 − · · · − (p/q)r−1xr (1)
[De Moivre, 1738, 243–244]. Todhunter [1865, 185] notes that the generating function can be obtained from the
recurrence relation
P(r,n + 1) = P(r,n) + prq[1 − P(r,n − r)]. (2)
Hald [1990, 417–420] gives a detailed description of De Moivre’s solution and the use of the recurrence relation in (2)
to obtain the generating function in (1).
The problem can be approached without using generating functions. A run of exactly r successes can occur within
a sequence of n trials with r successes and n− r failures, or r + 1 successes and n− r − 1 failures, and so on. Similar
statements can be made about runs of more than r successes. Consequently, P(r,n) should be expressible in the form
P(r,n) =
n∑
i=r
λ
(r,n)
i p
iqn−i , (3)
where the coefficients λ(r,n)r , λ(r,n)r+1 , . . . , λ
(r,n)
n depend on r and n. Stanhope spilt a lot of ink trying to find a general
form for these coefficients.
It can be seen from Stanhope’s papers that Thomas Bayes also worked on Problem 88. Either Stanhope enlisted
the help of Bayes in finding the solution to De Moivre’s Problem 88 or Bayes initiated the correspondence, leading
Stanhope to work on the problem. In either case it is Bayes’s only known work in probability other than his famous
posthumously published paper [Bayes, 1763].
At the top of the collection of papers on chance in the “Annotations” folder, there is a page containing a specific
formula, shown in Fig. 1, that gives the coefficients λ(r,n)i in (3). The notation mlm+p in Fig. 1 would today be written
P(m,m + p). A note underneath the formula reads, “Note this is the dissenting Minister Mr Bayes’s solution. . . . ” In
some of the papers that follow further down the pile, there are more detailed treatments by Stanhope of De Moivre’s
problem on runs, as well as several other notes related to other problems in The Doctrine of Chances. It is impossible to
tell who initiated the work on problems in The Doctrine. On the other hand, it is likely that the interaction with Bayes
on De Moivre’s Problem 88 occurred early in their relationship, perhaps in the early 1740s. The evidence is highly
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Fig. 2. Numerical results for Bayes’s solution when n = 10, r = 3, and p = 1/2.
circumstantial. In other papers elsewhere in the collection where Stanhope mentions Bayes he writes “Mr Bayes”
spelled correctly. Some of these papers can be dated to 1747 and after. The misspelling of the name also occurs on
Bayes’s Royal Society election certificate from 1742. As has been mentioned above, Stanhope was first on the list of
Bayes’s sponsors.
Stanhope gave some numerical results for Bayes’s solution, shown in Fig. 2, in which n = 10, r = 3, and p =
1/2, extending Bayes’s coefficients as necessary. This particular numerical case was the example considered in The
Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1738, 244], where 65/128 or 520/1024 was obtained as the required probability.
Bayes’s solution yields 933/1024, which is not even close to De Moivre’s numerical result.
Bayes’s solution to the problem of runs is incorrect. It involves combinatorial terms in r and n − r ; specifically,
extending Fig. 1 to five terms to include Stanhope’s numerical calculations in Fig. 2, the coefficients in Bayes’s
solution would be
λ(r,n)n = 1,
λ
(r,n)
n−1 =
(
n − r
1
)
,
λ
(r,n)
n−2 =
(
n − r
2
)
+
(
r
1
)(
n − r
1
)
,
λ
(r,n)
n−3 =
(
n − r
3
)
+
(
r
1
)(
n − r
2
)
,
λ
(r,n)
n−4 =
(
n − r
4
)
+
(
r
1
)(
n − r
3
)
+
(
r
2
)(
n − r
2
)
.
Later in the bundle of papers in the “Annotations” folder Stanhope provides an extensive table of numerical values for
the coefficients λ(r,n)i in (3) for 2 n 12 and 2 r  5. A comparison of Bayes and Stanhope’s numerical results
for the particular case of n = 10, r = 3, and p = 1/2 is given in Table 1. Bayes’s solution is close to the probability
that there are at least r = 3 successes in n = 10 Bernoulli trials. The difference between the two, Bayes’s solution and
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Ten Bernoulli trials
Term Runs of at least three successes At least three successes
Bayes’s coefficients Stanhope’s coefficients Binomial coefficients
p10 1 1 1
p9q 7 10 10
p8q2 42 45 45
p7q3 98 116 120
p6q4 203 165 210
p5q5 252 126 252
p4q6 210 49 210
p3q7 120 8 120
Total 933 520 968
the probability of at least three successes, is given by the following terms:
(
3
1
)(
7
0
)
p9q +
(
3
2
)(
7
0
)
p8q2 +
[(
3
2
)(
7
1
)
+
(
3
3
)(
7
0
)]
p7q3 +
(
3
3
)(
7
1
)
p6q4.
There seems to be no simple explanation as to how Bayes arrived at his solution, or what problem Bayes was actually
solving.
Todhunter [1865, 186] notes that there is a minor error in De Moivre’s solution to Problem 88, as shown in the
generating function in (1). The formula that De Moivre sets out as the generating function works only in the case
p = a/(a + b) when b = 1; however, as Hald [1990, 418] notes, De Moivre “gives several numerical examples in
which the formula is used correctly.” This was Stanhope’s first stumbling block. Thomas Simpson, in his Problem 24
of The Nature and Laws of Chance [Simpson, 1740, 49], had solved the same problem. Stanhope tried to show that De
Moivre’s solution and Simpson’s solution both yield the same results. His first attempt runs to four large manuscript
pages. Later in the bundle of papers he indeed shows that the two solutions are the same when b = 1.
Stanhope obtains his expressions for the coefficients in (3) by working with the recurrence relation in (2), a relation
that appears neither in The Doctrine of Chances nor in The Nature and Laws of Chance. Rather than obtaining the
generating function, Stanhope proceeds in a different way. From (3) it may be noted that the sum of the exponents
in p and q for the left-hand side of (2) is always n + 1. In order to get the sum of the exponents on the right-hand
side equal to n + 1, Stanhope multiplies P(r,n) by p + q = 1 and replaces the 1 in (2) by (p + q)n−r . On expanding
(p + q)n−r and each P(·,·) according to (3), Stanhope collects terms in piqn+1−i on the right-hand side of (2) and
matches coefficients to the terms on the left-hand side of (2). Stanhope’s methods yields a recursive relationship from
which λ(r,n+1)i is obtained from λ
(r,n)
i .
The recursion obtained by Stanhope is as follows. The initial value is λ(r,r)r = 1 and any other λ(r,r)i = 0, which is
obvious from P(r, r) = pr . Thus
λ
(r,j+1)
r = λ(r,j)r + 1 for j = r + 1, . . . , n − 1,
λ
(r,j+1)
i = λ(r,j)i + λ(r,j)i−1 +
(
j − r
i − r
)
for i = r + 1, . . . ,2r − 1 and j = r + 1, . . . , n − 1,
and
λ
(r,j+1)
i = λ(r,j)i + λ(r,j)i−1 +
(
j − r
i − r
)
− λ(r,j−r)i−r for i = 2r, . . . , n and j = r + 1, . . . , n − 1,
where (
j − r
i − r
)
= 0 for j < i
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and
λ
(r,j)
i = 0 for j < i.
Stanhope considered this recursion relationship a new result and filed the paper in the folder labeled “Analytical and
Other Theorems” rather than among his general notes for problems in probability that are in the “Annotations” folder.
It was this recursion relationship that was the basis for his numerical calculation of the coefficients, some of which
appear in Fig. 3.
3. The duration of play
The material in “Analytical Problems” opens with:
Problem: To find the probability that a gamester A whose chance for winning each game is a/(a + b) wins of a gamester
B whose chance for winning is b/(a + b) the number n of stakes some time or other in the course of n + 2d games. Let
the probability required be denoted thus.
This is followed by Stanhope’s unique notation
A n
n+2d .
This is Problem 64 in The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1738, 179]. Hald [1990, 412] characterizes Problems 57
through 68 as well as Problems 70 and 71 in The Doctrine as related to the duration of play or the ruin problem.
A game is played as a series of independent Bernoulli trials with players A and B betting a value of 1 at each trial.
Play ends when the capital of one of the players has been exhausted, i.e., the player has been ruined. Using modern
notation [Hald, 1990, 358], let Rm(c) be the probability that player B is ruined in at most m games when A’s capital
is infinite and B’s capital is c. Stanhope’s statement of Problem 64 is to find Rn+2d(n). The original statement in The
Doctrine of Chances was to find Rn+d(n). Nicholas Bernoulli, however, had noted in a letter to Montmort [Montmort,
1713, 309] that B can be ruined only on the games in which d is an even number, so Stanhope follows that route. De
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Rn+2d(n) =
d∑
i=0
(
n + 2d
i
)
pn+2d−iqi +
2d∑
i=d+1
(
n + 2d
2d − i
)
pn+2d−iqi (4)
as his solution, where p = a/(a + b). Stanhope’s solution is much simpler and easier to calculate. He starts with the
assumption that Rn+2d(n) is of the form
Rn+2d(n) =
d∑
i=0
ψip
n+iqi , (5)
where ψ0 = 1 and the remaining ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψd are to be determined. To obtain these coefficients he uses the recur-
rence relationship
Rn+2d(n) = pRn+2d−1(n − 1) + qRn+2d−1(n + 1)
with initial conditions (unstated in his notes, but necessary for the calculations) R0(0) = 1 and R0(n) = 0 for all
other n. This is the recurrence relation that Hald [1990, 358] says follows from De Moivre’s algorithm that results
in (4). Although Stanhope did not explicitly write it in the following way, from his notes it can be deduced that
ψi = n
n + i
(
n + 2i − 1
i
)
in (5); thus
Rn+2d(n) =
d∑
i=0
n
n + i
(
n + 2i − 1
i
)
pn+iqi . (6)
Note that for each new value of d , (4) needs to be completely recomputed while (6) requires the calculation only of
one additional term.
Stanhope provides a numerical table, an arithmetical triangle, with his results. It is shown in his own hand in Fig. 4.
He also provides a formula for the calculation of the table entries, a formula that after some minor manipulation leads
to the coefficients of pn+iqi in (6). With the initial condition that the first column has 1 at each entry, the entry in row
i column j of the table is the sum of the entries in row i column j − 1 and row i − 1 column j , where a blank entry
takes the value 0.
Numerical values for the coefficients of pn+iqi , i = 0,1, . . . , d in (5) can be obtained from Fig. 4. The coefficient
of pn+iqi is the entry in row n + i and column i + 1, again for a given i = 0,1, . . . , d . In one of the examples
considered in The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1738, 180] in which n = 4 and 2d = 6 (i.e., d = 3), De Moivre
Fig. 4. Stanhope’s arithmetical triangle.
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R10(4) = p4 + 4p5q + 14p6q2 + 48p7q3,
for general p and q , which reduces to 232/1024 when p = q = 1/2. The coefficients 1, 4, 14, and 48 are obtained
from the row and column pairs (4,1), (5,2), (6,3), and (7,4) respectively in Fig. 4. Note the simplicity of Stanhope’s
solution in that if d is increased to 4, then
R12(4) = R10(4) + 165p8q4,
where the value 165 is obtained by extending the table in Fig. 4 an additional row to obtain row entries 1, 7, 27, 75,
165, 297, 429, and 429.
The bundle of manuscripts in the “Annotations” folder shows that Stanhope worked on two related problems.
Problem 47 in the Essay d’analyse [Montmort, 1713, 268] is another duration of play problem with player A having
capital m and player B having capital n. Stanhope developed his own unique notation for ruin probabilities, as seen
in the quotation at the head of this section, and uses it to express Montmort’s solution in a very compact way. For
player A, Stanhope defines the symbol
A m
d
= pd +
(
d
1
)
pd−1q +
(
d
2
)
pd−2q2 + · · · +
(
d
(d − m)/2
)
p(d+m)/2q(d−m)/2
+ · · · +
(
d
2
)
pm+2qd−m−2 +
(
d
1
)
pm+1qd−m−1 + pmqd−m, (7)
where the left-hand side is Stanhope’s notation and the right-hand side is his definition of this symbol expressed in
modern notation. Note that (4) and hence (6) can be expressed in this unique notation as
A n
n+2d ,
as Stanhope has set out in his original problem at the beginning of the section. Stanhope developed a similar symbol
for player B and then presented Montmort’s solution in this new notation. Nothing further was developed. The second
related problem is the Gambler’s Ruin Problem. It was originally proposed by Huygens in his De Ratiociniis in Ludo
Aleae [Huygens, 1657] as the fifth challenge problem set for the reader (see [Hald, 1990, 76–78], for a discussion
of this problem). Stanhope took the problem from Problem 7 in The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1738, 44–46]
and Proposition 37 of the Essay d’analyse [Montmort, 1713, 222–223]; there are notes referring to both texts. Again,
Stanhope puts his solution in terms of the unique notation that he had developed.
4. Alexander Cuming’s attempt to support Berkeley’s criticism of fluxions
The value of the sum of an infinite geometric progression forms the focal point of a discussion between Stanhope
and one of his correspondents, Sir Alexander Cuming (1691–1775). The letters from Cuming to Stanhope, dating
from January, 1747 to January, 1748, along with some notes made by Stanhope, are in the folders labeled “Analytical
& Other Theorems” and “Annotations on Several Analytical Authors.”
The background to this correspondence begins in 1734 when the philosopher and Bishop of Cloyne, George
Berkeley (1685–1753), published a scathing criticism [Berkeley, 1734] of the assumptions underlying the differential
calculus as Isaac Newton had developed it. These criticisms reverberated throughout Great Britain for the next decade.
There have been several discussions of Berkeley’s criticisms and their impact [Cajori, 1919; Guicciardini, 1989;
Jesseph, 1993]. One of Berkeley’s criticisms is that in obtaining a fluxion or derivative one or more terms were as-
sumed nonzero at the beginning of the proof and then set to zero to conclude the proof. For Berkeley this was a logical
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dence with Stanhope, Cuming posed a challenge problem2 to at least De Moivre and Maclaurin that Cuming thought
illustrated this aspect of Berkeley’s criticism of fluxions. The problem is to find the sum
a(b − a)
s2
×
(
1 + b
s
+ b
2
s2
+ b
3
s3
+ · · ·
)
, (8)
where s = a + b, when b/s = 1 [Maclaurin, 1982, 412], or when a is set to zero. It may be noted that when a is
positive then the sum reduces to (b − a)/(a + b); and when a is set to zero the final expression reduces to one.
Maclaurin’s initial reaction to Cuming, which is evident in a draft reply [Maclaurin, 1982, 413–415], was that
the challenge problem was some kind of joke that Cuming was trying to pull on him. In the reply that Cuming
received [Maclaurin, 1982, 416–419], Maclaurin gave a detailed answer and treated Cuming’s problem as a serious
one. Maclaurin also mentioned that this was not a problem in fluxions in that he had made no use of fluxions to obtain
his solution. Maclaurin’s solution is incorrect; he sets a = 0 in the first term on the left in (8) and concludes that the
sum is zero. Although Maclaurin also obtained the sum (b − a)/(a + b) for the infinite geometric progression, which
he notes reduces to one when a = 0, he justifies this answer of zero by noting that for any number of finite terms in
the sum, the result would be zero. De Moivre must have given a different answer, for Cuming wrote to Stanhope on
January 25, 1747, saying:
Your Lordships skill in Mathematical learning makes me covet an opportunity of conversing with your Lordship upon the
subject of a Problem I proposed above two years ago to the writers on fluxions. The Problem consisted only in suming
[sic] up a geometrical progression, and deducing a particular case from the general solution. The Mathematicians did not
all agree in their conclusions, which makes me conclude that the Bishop of Cloynes objections are unanswerable.
Cuming then provided Stanhope with a statement of the problem and the answer. The problem posed to Stanhope
is identical to the one Maclaurin received. The only difference is that Cuming stated to Stanhope that (8) reduces to
one when a = 0. Based on some very unclear notes that Stanhope made in connection with this letter, it appears that
Stanhope tried to solve this problem by appealing to the sum of the first n terms of the series as Maclaurin had done.
What Cuming was trying to do was to provide a simple example of Berkeley’s criticism of fluxions. Cuming had
homed in on the central problem for Berkeley, the use of limits, which in the case of Berkeley’s actual criticisms
was used for the determination of fluxions or derivatives. Thus the determination of the infinite geometric progression
when a = 0 would be a result of fallacious reasoning according to Berkeley. To obtain an expression for the infinite
sum, a is assumed to be nonzero and then, to obtain the final answer, a is assumed to be zero. Ivor Grattan-Guinness
notes that the theory of limits was not well understood at this time [Grattan-Guiness, 1969, 218–221].
Cuming stated the original problem solely in terms of a sum of an infinite geometrical progression; no other
context was given. A year later he restated the problem to Stanhope as a gambling problem and hence the connection
to the doctrine of chances. The problem was called the “Bubble Bett,” probably named for the South Sea Bubble, an
investment scheme whose bubble burst in 1720. He wrote to Stanhope:
Let A & B agree to play together at cross and pile; and Let B oblige himself to take whatever shall appear at first, whether
it be cross or pile; and let B also oblige himself to play, at equal stakes, so long as he continues to lose without interruption,
or until such time as that the side which appeared at first (to determine B’s choice) shall appear again.
The gain for A, according to Cuming, is expressed as
z = b − a
a + b ×
an − bn
(b + a)n ,
2 Cuming’s challenge problem was not a new activity for him. In the mathematical world of the 1720s Cuming was modestly active in posing
problems to mathematicians. In 1721 Cuming posed to De Moivre a problem in probability in the guise of a gambling problem that led eventually
to De Moivre’s derivation of the normal approximation to the binomial distribution. A discussion of this aspect of De Moivre’s work, as well as
Cuming’s role in it, is given by several authors; see [Diaconis and Zabell, 1991; Hald, 1990; Schneider, 1968].
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probability for pile, and n is “a number greater than can be assigned.” Cuming then noted the problem and how he
thought it supported Berkeley’s criticisms, saying,
I thought that it would soon appear to him [De Moivre] that we could not reason safely from the limiting ratio expressing
the sum of an infinite series when all the quantities are real, to the ultimate ratio when one of the quantities is diminished
in infinitum until it is made to vanish; and yet the reasoning by which the doctrine of Fluxions, or the Doctrine of Prime
& ultimate ratios, is established, supposes that we can. I am surprised that Mr McLaurin when he escaped giving me a
false answer to the question I sent him, did not perceive, at the same time, the force of my argument against the doctrine
of Fluxions, since he himself could not have given a true answer had he pursued the received Principles in summing up a
Geometrical Progression continued in infinitum.
Stanhope found the value for z using the differences between two finite sums of powers. For example, at the t th throw
B’s gain will be 1 if the first throw shows a pile, the second through the (t − 1)th throws are all crosses, and the t th
is a pile; and −1 (or a loss of 1) in the same scenario as the first when the t th throw is a cross. Stanhope obtained
−z as the gain for B. He then sought to explain the limiting result in terms of the reality of play, or placing it in the
real world of time and space as required by Berkeley for fluxions in another criticism he made of the calculus. For
any n (i.e., as n becomes infinitely large), when a → 0 and b → 1, then (−z) → 1. The convergences a → 0 and
b → 1 are equivalent to p → 0 and q → 1, respectively. The result z = −1, Stanhope said, “is manifest without any
computation.” If p = 0 and q = 1 then a pile will certainly show on each throw. In that case the game terminates with
a gain of 1 for B after two throws of pile in a row.
Cuming, however, objected to this line of reasoning. He reverted to Berkeley’s logical fallacy objection, saying in
a letter dated January 20, 1748:
But an must, upon that supposition, be rejected as denoting a fraction raised to an infinite power; and then, in strict
reasoning, we shall find an error of an infinitesimal in the conclusion, arising from the rejection of an infinitesimal in the
premises.
At this point in the correspondence Cuming finally revealed to Stanhope the nature of his discussion on the same
subject that he had had with Maclaurin, saying only that Maclaurin had referred him to page 34 of his Treatise
of Fluxions [Maclaurin, 1742], a page that depends on results of Archimedes to find limiting values. As noted by
Guicciardini [1989], the first half of Treatise of Fluxions is devoted to laying the foundations of fluxions using the
geometry of the ancient Greeks.
In view of Maclaurin’s error and Stanhope’s ability to correctly interpret the solution in an empirical setting of the
doctrine of chances, Stanhope comes out rather well in this exchange of mathematical ideas.
5. Stanhope’s solutions to other problems in De Moivre and Montmort
The major problems in probability discussed in Sections 2–4 were all considered by Stanhope to be new results
and were filed appropriately in the folders labeled “Analytical Problems” and “Analytical & Other Theorems.” There
is also supporting material in the folder “Annotations on Sundry Works on Chances.” The remaining two probability
problems described here are taken from that folder.
One aspect of Stanhope’s work was the construction of tables that would ease calculation when returning to a
probability problem. This is evident in his solutions both to the theory of runs (Section 2) and to the duration of
play (Section 3). Stanhope constructed one other table. It extends the calculations used to illustrate the solution to
Problem 44 in The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1738, 132]. The problem is also known as Waldegrave’s Problem
for four players. Hald [1990, 378–392] provides a general and detailed description of Waldegrave’s Problem as well
as its solutions. His general description of the problem is as follows:
Let there be n + 1 players A1, . . . ,An+1 of equal skill. Players A1 and A2 play a game, and the loser pays a crown to a
common stock and does not enter the play again until all the other players have played; the winner plays against A3, and
the loser pays a crown to the stock, and so on. [Hald, 1990, 378]
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table of probabilities and expected values when there are four players in the game (n = 3); he goes up to a sequence
of 10 plays of the game, while De Moivre’s table goes up to 12. Stanhope extended the number in the table to 20.
In another manuscript Stanhope returned to a variation of Waldegrave’s Problem duplicating Nicholas Bernoulli’s
solution that was sent to Montmort [Montmort, 1713, 386].
Stanhope notes some other applications to results obtained from the doctrine of chances. In particular, he notes that
Montmort’s solution to the occupancy problem in the Essay d’analyse [Montmort, 1713, 44], which for Montmort was
expressed in terms of the throw of several dice, applies to other cases requiring partitioning arguments. Montmort’s
problem, given in his Proposition 15, is to consider the throw of n dice each with f faces. In a throw of these dice,
z1 dice show the same face, z2 dice show a second face, z3 dice show a third face, and so on. When the entirety of
the throws is considered there may be sets of faces that show an equal number of times, i.e., the same multiple for
different faces. Let m1 be the number of sets of faces of one type of multiple, m2 the number of sets of faces of a
second type, and so on. Montmort’s formula for the number of throws of the dice that yield this given configuration is
(
n
z1
)(
n − z1
z2
)(
n − z1 − z2
z3
)(
n − z1 − z2 − z3
z4
)
· · ·
×
(
f
m1
)(
f − m1
m2
)(
f − m1 − m2
m3
)(
f − m1 − m2 − m3
m4
)
· · · .
The general approach in the solution is first to choose the types of throws (singletons, doublets, triplets, quadruplets,
and so on) and count the ways of doing this, and then to choose the faces to show within each type. By way of
example, Montmort considered throwing nine regular dice (n = 9, f = 6) with one quadruple, two doubles, and a
singleton face. The throw of one quadruple yielding z1 = 4 involves one set of faces so that m1 = 1. The two doubles
yield z2 = z3 = 2 for the doubles and m2 = 2 for the number of doubles. The singleton face yields z4 = 1 for the
singleton and m3 = 1 for the number of times a singleton occurs. Using Montmort’s formula, the number of ways
of obtaining this type of throw is 680,400. As general applications to Montmort’s approach, Stanhope considered
expansions of
h(x) =
(
f−1∑
i=0
aix
i
)n
and
dn
dtn
f∏
i=1
gi(t),
where the power for the sum or the order of the derivative is equivalent to the number of dice n and the number of
terms in the product or sum is equivalent to the number of faces on the die f . For example, on expanding h(x) when
n = 9 and f = 6, the coefficient of the term a0a41a22a24x16 or (a1x)4(a2x2)2(a4x4)2(a0)1 is also 680,400, since there is
one quadruple (one power of 4 on the round brackets), two doubles (two powers of 2), and one singleton (one power
of 1).
6. An insight into the third edition of De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances
As shown in the letter from Murdoch to Stanhope quoted in Section 1, Mr. Stevens thought that Stanhope had some
material that could be included in the third edition of The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1756] that Patrick Murdoch
was editing. This Mr. Stevens is probably Henry Stuart Stevens, who was elected Fellow of the Royal Society in 1740;
the first name on the list of Stevens’s sponsors is none other than Abraham De Moivre [Royal Society Archives].
Stevens was correct in his guess. Stanhope did have at least two results described in Sections 2 and 3 that would have
been useful additions.
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appendices. In a paragraph entitled “Advertisement,” Murdoch anonymously describes this section of The Doctrine of
Chances in the following way.
An Appendix of several useful Articles is likewise subjoined; the whole according to a Plan concerted with the Author
above a year before his death.
Most of the appendices can be attributed directly to De Moivre; for example, Appendix I is the dedication taken from
the first edition of The Doctrine of Chances [De Moivre, 1718]. There is other material, not directly De Moivre’s
work, which can be dated prior to his death; for example, Appendix VII contains several life tables and reference to
a recently published life table that can be dated to 1749. There are, however, two appendixes that are perhaps due to
Stevens or Murdoch or their associates. These are Appendix II, which contains supplementary notes on Problems 7
and 9 in the third edition, and Appendix III, which contains a supplementary note on Problem 15 in the third edition.
Hald [1990, 391] expresses his puzzlement over Appendix III, saying:
It is odd that he [De Moivre] does not discuss this aspect of the problem already in 1718 when he used so much space to
discuss the duration of play in the ruin problem.
Based on this comment, it is a reasonable conjecture that at least Appendix III was written by someone else. In
“Annotations on Sundry Works on Chances” Stanhope has notes on both Problems 7 and 15; however, his notes are
confirmations of the proofs of these problems and differ from the material in these two appendixes, so that Stanhope
is likely not the author. In the end it appears that Stanhope chose not to submit any material.
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